
Create a platform and process to
enable research collaboration and
sharing of best practices among
members
Create a repository of research
experts and fund research
mentorship
Fund pilot IPE research grants;
promote research (IPS)
Publish research special
issues/topics in ASAHP journal
Establish a Research Resource
Center as a curated repository of
advice and resources to faculty at
all stages of research development

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Number of research
collaborations facilitated...
Repository and mentorship
program established and
launched by...
Pilot IPE research grants
funded/created by...
Number of special issue journals
published
Research Resource Center
established by...

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Promote research collaboration between ASAHP members
Create opportunities to foster multi-center research trials
Create process and forum for sharing best practices on effective
research administration
Test/trial collaboration platform and process (and adjust as necessary)
Finalize and operationalize process

Platform for Research Collaboration
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

RESEARCH, DISCOVERY, AND INNOVATION

COMMITTEE CHARTER
Chair: Abiodun Akinwuntan Champion: Brian Shulman

MISSION
To make ASAHP THE hub for interprofessional research collaboration and talent
development in support of ASAHP’s mission and vision.

DELIVERABLES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

PRIORITIES FOR EXECUTION



Create theme for research initiative (translational, IPE impact on health –
education or other relevant themes)
Create awareness for various funding opportunities such as NIH, NIDILRR,
and HRSA
Create funding pilot opportunities for research in ASAHP
Invite submission for ASAHP pilot research funds
Create funding approval process
Provide PhD-based scholarship to promote research
Promote and publish at conference and publications and website

Scholarship and Research
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Determine special issue topics for journal (Ex. Diversity, non-traditional
research)
Request abstracts
Select abstracts to be published
Publish special issues (how many per year? Quarterly?)

Publication
1.

2.
3.
4.

Define faculty/higher education research stages
Identify and gather research best practices, advice, and resources for
each stage
Identify best online platform for creating the research repository
Populate research repository platform with resources
Distribute platform to members

Research Resource Center
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Create desired goals and outcomes for the mentorship program
Identify pool of mentors/experts (those with track record of successful
grants and research publications)
Identify pool of mentees
Match mentors/experts and mentees
Develop research mentorship program and budget
Execute mentorship program
Collect data and feedback on success of program (adjust as necessary)

Research Mentorship
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

PRIORITIES FOR EXECUTION


